Class - Nursery

Name:-______________

English –
OralRhymes and A to Z were done.
Rhymes
1.Yankie Doodle
2.Cobbler Cobbler
3.Ring a Ring a Roses
4.Toys
5.Twinkle Twinkle
6.Peter Peter
7.My Mummy

WrittenThe children were introduced to the letters Capital H to Z with the help of flash cards,
objects and worksheets.

ConversationFestivals like Ganesh Chaturthi , Dussehra, Eid Milad-un-nabi and Christmas which
were also discussed and celebrated elaborately. Children were encouraged to
participate actively and expressed their ideas freely.
.
.

Our li’l Goenkans used their creative minds to portray their colourful imagination
and showcased their talent in the form of dance and theatre.
1. Teacher’s Day

2. Gandhi Jayanti Celebration

3. Jazz n Jive Day

4. Book Week

5.Smile Day

6. Family Week

7. Health and Hygiene Day

8.Excursions

9.Hasya Kavita

10.Solo Dance

Number Fun
Oral-Counting numerals 1 to 19
Written1.Numerals from 7 to 17 were written in the notebook.
2.Count and write 1 to 10 were done in notebook and through worksheet.
3.Count and match 1 to 10 were done in notebook and through worksheet.
4.Dodging of numbers from 1 to 17 was done to reinforce the concept.
Eg. 15, 7, 17.

HINDI
ORAL –Rhymes and अ- ज्ञ were done.
WRITTEN :इ,ई,उ,ऊ,ओ,औ,अं,अः were done with the help of pictures and worksheets.
: Dictation from अ-ऊ,ओ,औ,अं,अः in notebook and recognition of pictures

and write an alphabet in notebook.
RHYME –
1. घड़ी
2. मोर
3. सीखो
4. तििऱी
5. चंदा मामा
6. चचड़ड़या

Children worked on shapes, they created different shapes using TUX-paint.
Children enjoyed moral stories. They played games to colour the objects.

Dolphins do not use their 100 teeth for eating,
rather for catching the fish which they then
just swallow whole.

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
Vegetables:-Children learnt about the different vegetables. They were taught
with the help of pictures as brinjal is purple, potato is brown, peas are green and
recognized the vegetables from book.
Flowers:-Children were taught about different flowers. They were taught with
the help of pictures like marigold, sunflower are yellow, rose is red and lotus is
pink. They were able to recognize flowers from books.
Domestic animals:- Children were taught about different domestic animals
through masks of animals. They were taught that how these animals are helpful
for us and what they give us like cow, buffalo and goat give us milk, sheep gives
us wool and horse is used for riding and in horse cart. They were able to
recognize the picture of animals from books.
Parts of body:- They were also taught about sense organs and different body
parts through mirror activity. They were able to recognize the picture of different
body parts from books and were able to tell the sense organs.

Conceptual skills
Children learnt about the things that are sweet,summer season,winter
season,concept of far and near, concept of fat and thin.Children learnt to hold the
books in a proper way. They were also taught to keep themselves clean by
showing a video. Concept of far and near was clarified through an activity.
E.g .Two students acted to stand far and near to each other.

